High Power, Large Aperture (HPLA) Radars have been used to characterize the plasmas formed as meteoroids ablate in Earth's atmosphere. These plasmas are referred to as heads, which are the plasmas surrounding the meteoroids, and trails, which are plasmas behind the meteoroids. A particular subset of the trails is nonspecular trails, which are detected when the radar beam is quasi-perpendicular to the magnetic field. These returns are thought to be the reflection from field aligned irregularities (FAIs) that form after the onset of turbulence in the meteor trail. In this paper, we present a case study analysis of a nonspecular trail detected by the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) Long-range Tracking and Identification Radar (ALTAIR). These data include dual frequency, dual polarized, and high range resolution in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) returns with additional azimuth and elevation data derived from the monopulse system. For the first time, we determine the ambipolar diffusion coefficients for the nonspecular trails and compare these with previous specular trail studies. Second, we use the monopulse angles to determine the position of the plasma trail in order to develop an understanding of the meteor trail diffusion process. Our results demonstrate that the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, though sufficient for a specular trail, may not provide a complete description of the diffusion of a nonspecular trail and that other types of diffusion may need to be considered. 
Nomenclature

I. Introduction
S a meteoroid enters Earth's atmosphere, it heats up and ablates due to friction between the meteoroid and the atmosphere. These particles collide with neutral air molecules and form a partially ionized plasma column between altitudes of approximately 70 and 140 kilometers. The signature of the plasma from the meteoroid is called a meteor. Observations of these meteors are important to science because they provide an abundance of information about both the Solar System and the formation of plasmas in the E-region of the ionosphere.
Past studies of these columns have focused on specular and nonspecular meteor trails, which are the plasma left behind in the wake of the meteoroid. The first occurs when the radar beam points approximately perpendicular to the meteoroid's path and is thought to be the signal return from Fresnel scattering. Because the signal strength is strong, studies of specular trails have been done with low-power instruments in the past. 1 More recently, HPLA radars have been used to characterize meteor trails. 2, [7] [8] [9] These powerful radars are capable of detecting meteor trails, such as head echoes and nonspecular trails, traveling quasi-parallel to the beam, which are not normally seen by low-power instruments. These nonspecular trails are the return from the plasma left behind the meteoroid and are detected when the radar beam is lying quasi-perpendicular to the background magnetic field. 2 Nonspecular trails initially form because plasma develops a trail electric field. Over the course of milliseconds, this electric field begins to develop Farley-Buneman/Gradient-Drift (FBGD) instabilities at the edges of the trail, which continue to grow until the onset of turbulence within the trail. 3 Reflection is thought to result from the Bragg scattering of electrons from this final turbulent stage as it forms FAIs. 4 In this paper, we present an analysis of a nonspecular trail detected simultaneously at 160 MHz and 422 MHz with ALTAIR. In addition to returns in both frequencies, the nonspecular trail data also included strong signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) in both the left-circularly polarized (LC) wave and the right-circularly polarized (RC) wave returns. We use this high-resolution, polarized data to compare ambipolar diffusion coefficients with those calculated at other radars that detect specular trails and examine the diffusion shape over the course of the trail's lifetime. Section I.A and I.B describe the instrumentation and observations, respectively. Section II reports and compares the ambipolar diffusion coefficients calculated for the sample nonspecular trail. Section III describes the trail shape evolution through time that argues for the need of a new description of trail diffusion. Section IV summarizes and concludes our findings.
A. Instrumentation
ALTAIR is a 46 meter diameter high-power, dual frequency radar operating at Ultra High Frequency (UHF) and Very High Frequency (VHF), 422 MHz and 160 MHz respectively, located in the Kwajalein Atoll in the Pacific Ocean. ALTAIR transmits a RC signal at a peak power of 6 MW in a half-power beam width of 2.8° (VHF) and 1.1° (UHF). In addition to receiving both LC and RC energy, ALTAIR uses a combination of four additional receiving horns to measure both azimuth (AZ) and elevation (EL) angles. These additional measurements, in combination with the range, give us the three-dimensional (3D) position, velocity, and deceleration of an object. ALTAIR is actively calibrated for both signature and metric data through the tracking of standard calibration spheres. These spheres trace out the ALTAIR beam pattern for both LC and RC signals as a function of position within the beam in order to attempt to eliminate polarized returns that depend on beam position. In short, ALTAIR provides the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components for LC, RC, AZ, and EL in both VHF and UHF.
B. Observation
Radar meteor data were collected at ALTAIR during the Leonid meteor shower on November 18, 1998 during a four hour period with fixed pointing in two minute segments. Amplitude and phase data were recorded for each frequency for altitudes spanning 70 to 140 km at VHF and 90 to 110 km at UHF. The waveforms used to collect data were 40 μs and 150 μs chirped pulses for VHF and UHF, respectively. After a matched filter was applied, the mean noise was calculated in one second intervals for the full altitude extent at VHF and UHF. The raw amplitude and phase were then converted to power and divided by the noise power.
A
One trail, designated 20-42-47, in particular was first detected at 20:42:47 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) with the angle between the ALTAIR boresite and the background magnetic field being 88.6°. This trail was recorded in two channels, LC and RC, as well as in both UHF and VHF. The signal returns are presented in Fig. 1 for both channels as well as the combination of the two channels in VHF and UHF. This trail is remarkable in that it has extremely strong returns in both LC and RC for VHF. The 20-42-47 trail also has a minimal return in the UHF for LC, but nearly none in UHF RC. There is also evidence of a time delay in most of the data between the head echo and the nonspecular trail which lends support to the idea that radar detection only occurs after the onset of turbulence and formation of FAIs for this trail. 
II. Ambipolar Diffusion Coefficient
Historically, these meteor trails have been studied under the assumption that the plasma column formed is a weakly ionized plasma. In making this assumption, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient has been an adequate description of the diffusion of both the ions and electrons that make up the plasma. The coefficient can then be derived by examining the combined continuity and equation of motion, Eq. (1), for a plasma in terms of the number density n, the flux of particles Γ j , Eq. (2), the mobility coefficient μ, Eq. (3), the classical diffusion coefficient D, Eq. (4), and assuming the collision frequency ν is large.
where K is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, m is particle mass, and q is particle charge. The ± symbol in Eq. (2) refers to the charge of the particles whose flux is being calculated. It is clear that if the flux of particles for ions and electrons were not equal, a large charge imbalance would arise and our weakly ionized assumption would not be valid. Therefore, to balance the lighter electrons that tend to leave the plasma first at higher thermal velocities, an electric field is set up between the escaping negatively charged electrons and the positively charged ions that acts to retard the electrons and accelerate the ions. If we equate the fluxes of ions and electrons from Eq. (2), we can then solve for the electric field in the flux given by Eq. (5).
⃑ ⃑ ⃑ (5)
Replacing Eq. (5) in Eq. (2), we find the common flux for ambipolar diffusion of ions and electrons, Eq. (6), and define the term preceding the number density as the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, Eq. (7). 5 It is important to note that in the presence of a magnetic field, the ambipolar diffusion description states that the electrons will simply move along the magnetic field lines.
A. Extraction of Coefficient from Radar Signal
In order to extract ambipolar diffusion coefficients from a radar signal, the relationship between the decay of the signal and the radar wavelength must be explored. Assuming the linear electron density is low, it has been suggested that the relationship can be described by Eq. (8) where T is the time decay constant and λ is the radar wavelength. 6, 7 (8)
Equation (8) has been used in studies of specular trails to explore relationships between ambipolar diffusion coefficients and altitudes. 6, [8] [9] [10] These studies have used the decay in time of the SNR signal to solve for the time constant and subsequently the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. This process is done by first plotting the trail's SNR, in dB, against time. A line can then be fitted to the data starting at the initial peak of the trail and ending when the SNR returns to the noise level. Figure 2 provides an example from the nonspecular trail 20-42-47. As done in previous works, we determine the time constant from the slope of the fitted line since the slope is the reciprocal of the time constant. We calculate ambipolar diffusion coefficients in this manner for all the altitudes when ALTAIR detected the nonspecular trail in order to show a similar relationship between the ambipolar diffusion coefficient and the altitude. 
B. Coefficients of Trail Detected at 20-42-47
Using the process described in Section II.A, we computed the ambipolar diffusion coefficients for the nonspecular trail 20-42-47 LC and RC signal data in both UHF and VHF. To reduce the rapid fluctuations, we averaged the coefficients across ten and five altitude gates for VHF and UHF, respectively. The choice for the number of altitude gates over which to average was based on the fact that the UHF signal appears in fewer altitude gates than the VHF signal. Fig. 3 presents the coefficients in LC, RC, and Total signal for both VHF and UHF. In addition to the ambipolar coefficients, we have also included a 95% confidence interval, which was extracted from the SNR decay slopes, in order to show when the slope approximation suffered from a portion of the trail that had little signal return.
These figures show the ambipolar diffusion coefficient dependence on altitude. For the VHF data, the coefficients are on the order of 10 -1 (m 2 /s) and tend to increase with increasing altitude, with the exception of the highest few altitude points. On the other hand, the UHF diffusion coefficients are on the order of 10 -2 (m 2 /s) and the trends are not as apparent. There are also more fluctuations in the coefficients even after averaging over several altitude gates because of the lack of signal in the UHF channel. The VHF result, but not the UHF, is in good agreement with theory since we expect faster diffusion at higher altitudes where the background density is lower. This higher diffusion would lead to a more negative slope in the SNR decay over time and therefore a larger calculated diffusion coefficient at higher altitudes. Additionally, the order of magnitude is the same across all signal channels in individual frequencies. With the additional note that our confidence intervals are fairly small in the middle altitudes of our calculation, we can conclude that the ambipolar diffusion coefficient is on the order of 10 This large difference could be due to several factors. First, and foremost, Galligan, along with most ambipolar diffusion coefficient calculations, studied specular trails and not nonspecular trails like the one presented here. This is an important difference to note because the two types of trails are detected via two different scattering mechanisms and radar beam orientations. The differences between what the signal scatters off of in nonspecular trails (Bragg) and in specular trails (Fresnel) could be one of the reasons for the differences in the order of magnitude. Another important difference between these two types of trails lies in the ability to detect a nonspecular trail at multiple altitudes while the detection of a specular trail occurs at a single altitude. This could be another explanation as to why there is a significant order of magnitude difference, because we are comparing a single trail case spread across a range of altitudes to a model that attempts to fit several years of single altitude data points spread across a similar range of altitudes. Lastly, ALTAIR is a more sensitive radar operating at higher frequencies than the Advanced Meteor Orbit Radar (AMOR) used in Galligan's study. Therefore, it could be the case that we are seeing nuances in the diffusion that AMOR may not have been able to detect and account for at the time. Also, there is a large difference in the diffusion coefficient as a function of the polarization received. This will no doubt influence the results for both types of trails. No matter the reason, the ambipolar diffusion coefficients calculated for the 20-42-47 nonspecular meteor trail clearly do not agree with the theory used to calculate the same coefficients for specular meteor trails
III. Meteor Trail Diffusion Shape
Utilization of ALTAIR's five horn receiving system allows us to ascertain the 3D positions from the monopulse angles, AZ and EL off of beam center, over the time where the trail appears. These monopulse angles for VHF and UHF are given in Fig. 5 as functions of altitude and time, color-coded for the corresponding monopulse offset angle in radians. Note that the UHF monopulse angles are near the noise level, which makes determining position difficult. 
A. Estimation of Trail Position Using Monopulse Angles
The calculation of the 3D positions, x-y-z, of particles from the monopulse and set angles can be determined using simple geometry. If we establish an Earth-fixed coordinate system with the origin at ALTAIR, such as in Fig.  6 , we can determine the positions with the use of the cosines and sines of the angles and the range to the target.
Figure 6. Geometry used to solve 3D positions from monopulse angles
Given that the set pointing angles of ALTAIR at the time of the experiment was 302° and 65° for azimuth and elevation, respectively, we can determine the position of the particles in the trail by using Eq. (9 -11). Furthermore, we can calculate the particles' offset from the center of the beam by simply subtracting the x-y-z position from the beam center position calculated from the set pointing angles. 
B. 20-42-47 Diffusion Shape Evolution with Time
Before using the process described in Section III.A, it was necessary to shift the monopulse angles for the VHF by -3.804 degrees and 1.978 degrees in order to unwrap the phase that was mistakenly projected into the wrong After doing so, we computed the 3D location offset from beam center of the particles in the trail for both the UHF and VHF signal returns. An example of these results is presented in Fig. 8 where the positions are color-coded for LC. Similar images from this instance in time that are color-coded for other signal channels can be found in the appendix. If we compile these 3D images into a movie over the time of the trail, we see the creation of plasma at progressively lower altitudes. This is to be expected since the meteor is depositing more trail plasma as it travels downwards. However, this view makes understanding the diffusion with respect to the magnetic field lines difficult. Therefore, if we instead view the points as if we were looking down the beam and plot the offset, we can achieve a much better understanding of the diffusion process over time. Figure 9 is an example of this view, color-coded for LC, down the beam for the same time instance presented in Fig. 8 This image is different from the 3D version in that we can now plot the magnetic field lines, black, the meteoroid trajectory, red, and the beam, blue. Additionally, the dotted blue line represents the plane where the beam would be exactly perpendicular with the magnetic field. These additions are important because they allow us to now determine the diffusion of the trail plasma over time. We did this by examining slices in time at 0.3964, 0.4234, 0.5285, 0.6937, 0.6937, and 0.8589 (seconds) for VHF and 0.3814, 0.3964, 0.4234, 0.5285, 0.6036, and 0.6486 (seconds) for UHF. The view down the VHF beam for these instances in time are shown in Fig. 10 color-coded for LC, while similar views for the UHF beam can be found in Fig. 11 . Figure 10 depicts several phases of the trail evolution and diffusion over its lifetime in the VHF. At 0.3964 seconds, Fig. 10 .a, the trail is just starting to be detected by ALTAIR. We can see several points of the plasma depicted by the high SNR return, red coloring. As the trail progresses in time to 0.4234 seconds, the trail begins to grow and diffuse radially away from the meteoroid trajectory. Most notably, the trail seems to be expanding largely across the magnetic field lines in addition to parallel to the magnetic field line direction. As the trail continues to develop, the plasma continues this multi-directional diffusion. We see this at times 0.5285 seconds and 0.6036 seconds where the edges of the plasma, lower SNR, are diffusing both across and along the magnetic field. The final stages of the plasma can be seen in Fig. 10 .e and 10.f, where the plasma signal return begins to weaken, less red points, and then drop below ALTAIR detection levels, less populated detection area. The UHF return for similar instances in time, shown in Fig. 11 , displays a different evolution and diffusion than the VHF case because of the lack of return. Just like before, the plasma trail begins to form in the Fig. 11.a and 11 .b at 0.3814 and 0.3964 (seconds), respectively, just as in the VHF case. But instead of a growing return strength at 0.6036 and 0.6486 (seconds), the plasma seems to get weaker and become randomly distributed throughout the beam. After this point, the trail seems to weaken and then disappear from the UHF return all together. However, the lack of return in UHF makes it difficult to determine any diffusion shape. 
IV. Conclusion
We have explored the diffusion coefficient and diffusion shape of the nonspecular meteor trail detected at 20:42:47 GMT using the dual-frequency, dual-polarization waveforms transmitted by ALTAIR. We computed the ambipolar diffusion coefficients over the range of altitudes that the nonspecular meteor trail spanned. The VHF coefficients were found to have similar increasing trends with altitude when compared with the studies done on specular trails, while the UHF trends were not as obvious. However, any similarities to previous studies end there as the order of magnitude on the calculated coefficients were much smaller. We also determined the position of the trail from the shifted monopulse angles and examined the positions over time. We used these positions to analyze the diffusion shape and direction as the nonspecular trail evolved. It was found that at VHF the meteor trail seems to diffuse radially away from the meteor trajectory both across and along the magnetic field, while at UHF the meteor trail return did not allow us to draw any definite conclusions about the diffusion process. This diffusion of the detected electrons in all directions in VHF, especially across the magnetic field, coupled with the differences in magnitude of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient leads us to conclude that while the ambipolar diffusion coefficient may sufficiently explain the diffusion of specular trails, ambipolar diffusion is not a complete way to describe the diffusion of nonspecular trails. Instead, we are suggesting that it may be the case that in addition to ambipolar diffusion other types of diffusion are playing a role in nonspecular trails at these altitudes. The anomalous cross diffusion, suggested by Dyrud 11, 12 and Galligan 8 , is one such type of diffusion that may need to be considered in describing the diffusion of a nonspecular trail. They suggested that at high enough altitudes, collisions are no longer the only driving force in the diffusion process and the effect of the Earth's magnetic field must be taken into account as well.
Our future work will include the study of more nonspecular trail diffusion coefficients and shapes, while also exploring new descriptions for the diffusion process of nonspecular trails. We will continue to investigate the phase unwrapping in order to verify that the process was correct and to fix the last few outliers that appear outside of the beam. We will also investigate the effects of polarization on the plasma scattering to be sure we understand our signal returns completely for all cases.
Appendix
Additional images mentioned above are provided below and are numbered as they were in the paper. 
